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Taurus g2c striker guide and spring upgrade

Product description Stainless Recoil Guide Rod Assembly for Taurus G2C G2S PT111 Millennium G2 Replacement Spring Set Concealed Carry Holster Our Taurus guide rods are made exclusively with aerospace specification alloys pre-assembled to select your spring rate. Just strip your gun, smear
and install your field. These feathers are made to last and provide a more pleasant recording experience. Hi-Point Firearms Forum – The Community for Hi-Point Owners Home Articles &gt; General &gt; LAKELINE STAINLESS STEEL SLEEVE By Dubar Part #PT-SG-NS-004 INSTALLATION GUIDE (for
Taurus PT111-G2, PT140-G2, G2S, G2C, G3, 709, 740) NOTE: The Lakeline instruction say that some firearms may increase the use of a drill where the sleeve inserts in the slide. I found this not to be the case, your situation or model may vary. I bought a Taurus PT 709 Slim in May 2018 and have since
put over 1000 rounds through it. Although the gun performed well, there was always a sense of having a gritty trigger, felt like when I pulled the trigger I could feel it going over a bump. [PHOTO 1 – PT709 SLIM] Reading a number of posts on various online forums I saw one that mentioned a fix in the way
of a stainless steel pointed guide sleeve that would replace the OEM polymer sleeve and possibly fix this grittiness. The sleeve is made by Lakeline LLC (P/N PT-SG-NS-004). For $20 I decided to give it a try. Their website is: The Lakeline sleeve has a fine finish, much smoother than the OEM polymer
orange sleeve: [PHOTOS 2,3, and 4 - LAKELINE STAINLESS STEEL SLEEVE] However, the Lakeline sleeve switches the slide-mounted Taurus Security System (TSS). The Lakeline sleeve does not have the hole for the TSS that the OEM sleeve has. I think this hole was also the cause of the bump felt
in the trigger. A) REMOVING THE OEM POLYMER GUIDE SLEEVE 1) Disassemble the gun as you normally would for cleaning: [PHOTO 5 - DISASSEMBLE OF PISTOL] 2) Here you see the OEM (orange) polymer sleeve and back plate: [PHOTOS 6.7, and 8 - View on OEM orange spire sleeve and
backplate] I used only 3 tools: pin/punch, tweezers, .22 shell casing: [PHOTO 9 – Tool used] 3) Place a pin/punch as shown in the photo below and push the orange sleeve to the front of the slide (left in the photo) [PHOTO 10 – Pin/punch placement] 4) At the same time carefully remove the back plate
while the striker does not let it slip out. Once the back plate has moved slightly, put the tool down and remove the rear plate with both hands on the slide, followed by the mounting of the spire. [PHOTO 11 – Backplate and spire assembly removed] [PHOTO 12 – Close-up of spire assembly] 5) With the 22-
piece shell in the orange sleeve and placed on a hard surface, compress the Spring using the tweezers (or your fingers) and remove the 2-piece striker keeper. Slide the big striker of the striker and pull the striker out of the orange sleeve. Make sure that the spring on rush hour. [PHOTOS 13 and 14 -
Spire assembly disassembled] 6) Place the Lakeline sleeve on the spire as shown, then reinstall the rush hour spring. 7) Reinsert the 22 casing so that the striker spring can be compressed to reinstall the 2-piece keeper. [PHOTO 15 - Lakeline guide installed on rush hour] [PHOTOS 16 and 17 - Reinstall
the spring and 2-piece keeper] 8) Install the rush hour mount in the slide and install the backplate again. [PHOTO 18 – Spire reinstalled in the slide] 9) Reinstall the barrel and recoil spring into the slide. [PHOTO 19 – Barrel and recoil spring assembly reinstalled] 10) Reassemble the gun and you're done! I
felt a difference as soon as I fired the gun dry. A few days later I took it to the range and ran about 75 rounds through it with zero problems. This change, in my opinion, is worth the money and time spent, which lasted less than 1 hour. Hi-Point Firearms Forum - The Community for Hi-Point Owners Home
Articles &gt; General &gt; Item Location: Chelan, Washington, United States Dispatch to: United States Closes: APO/FPO, Africa, Asia, Europe, Middle East, Greenland, Mexico, Canada, Saint Pierre and Miquelon, Bermuda, Southeast Asia, South America, Anguilla, Antigua and Barbuda, Aruba,
Bahamas, Barbados, Belize, British Virgin Islands, Cayman Islands, Costa Rica, Dominica, Dominican Republic, El Salvador, Grenada, Guadeloupe, Guatemala, Haiti, Honduras, Jamaica, Martinique, Montserrat, Netherlands Antilles, Nicaragua, Panama, Saint Kitts-Nevis, Saint Lucia, Saint Vincent and
the Grenadines, Trinidad and Tobago, Turks and Caicos Islands, Virgin Islands (U.S.) Country: -Select - United States There are 644 objects available. Enter a number that is less than or equal to 644. Select a valid country. Zip code: Enter a valid zip code. Enter 5 or 9 numbers for the zip code. This item
does not send to Finland Improve the sharpness and feel of your trigger and remove the taurus security lockout feature as it is equipped with the Lakeline Stainless Steel Striker Guide for the Taurus G2C, G2S, G3, G3C, PT111 G2, PT140 G2, 709 and 740. The rush hour guides on the G2C, G2S, PT111
G2, PT140 G2, 709 and 740 have a cutout to lock the Taurus Security System to immobilize the spire and render the gun unusable until unlocked. That's all well and good, but if you remove your slide from your gun and push the rush hour back as if it is being moved back by the trigger, you feel bump and
catch on the hole for the locking system. You also feel it when you use the trigger, it makes the pull uneven and nonlinear just before the trigger is released. To pull the trigger, we started experimenting with new rush-hour guides. We made them in plastic and polished stainless steel. The polished
stainless gave by far the most consistent, lowest friction trigger pull. It also securely disables the Taurus security lock system. Our striker is carefully processed and polished in 303 stainless steel. Because pt111-G2 and PT140-G2 may need to mount the Taurus Security System cam to install this part, we
recommend installation only by a qualified weapon maker. Make sure you read the installation, a drill may be involved and if done wrong it can damage your gun. Installation is completely the risk of the buyer. This product also disables the Taurus Security System lock when installed on a gun if the gun is
so equipped. Only sold in the Continental U.S., Alaska, Hawaii and Puerto Rico. WARNING: This product may expose you to chemicals known to cause cancer and birth defects or other reproductive damage. For more information go to www.P65Warnings.ca.gov. Ran 50 rounds of 165 grain through my
Taurus G2C .40 S&amp;W with the enhanced stainless steel recoil rod assembly from Lakeline LLC. The original was made of plastic. The recoil was a little less, not that it had much to start with, but it ran smoothly and it's an excellent upgrade. I highly recommend  ran 50 rounds of 115 grain through
my Taurus G2C 9mm with the improved stainless steel recoil rod assembly from Lakeline LLC. The original was made of plastic. The recoil was a little less, not that it had much to start with, but it ran smoothly and it's an excellent upgrade. I highly recommend  · Discussion Starter • #1 • 12 March 2019
is there a place where I can find a polymer Striker Guide for the Taurus G2C? I wanted to back it up if I ever needed one, my trigger is smooth, so I didn't want to pay nearly $20 to get the samples one. I have most of the internal feathers for the gun just as a precaution. but the plastic rush hour guide I
can't find anywhere, I find s&amp;w and even glock for about $5-$6 which is ok price for me, but no taurus g2c guides. thanks for all the help. · Taurus should have it. The risk of having a problem in the G2C is really low. The rush hour does not hit it during dry fire and it is easy to disassemble without
damage. · Discussion Starter • #3 • 12 March 2019 Taurus should have it. The risk of having a problem in the G2C is really low. The rush hour does not hit it during dry fire and it is easy to disassemble without damage. taurus will send nothing in the slide except sights, they told me that there is talk to start
selling or just sending small parts out, but it is not over yet. they have sent me sights and recoil spring assembly, but said the guide was not on the list to be sent at this time. · taurus will send nothing in the slide except sights, they told me that there is talk to start selling or just sending small out, but it's not
over yet. they have sent me sights and recoil spring assembly, but said the guide was not on the list to be sent at this time. Hopefully that will change. I could hang it up so they could be 3D-printed like the factory. I've executed printed ones, and they seem to hold fine. It's not a stressed part, so it really
shouldn't wear out. Printed printed wouldn't finish the actual factory parts and the surface is a bit rougher. For a spare parts kit, I'd be most concerned about getting feathers, pins and keepers. Even a trigger bar seems a more likely to fail a part than the rush hour guide, but that can be really hard to get as
a reserve. And, I don't think a trigger bar failure is likely, either, but years down the road has more stress than some other parts. · I've spent the money on the stainless steel unit of Lakeline, so I never have to worry about it being worth the $16 · is there a place where I can find a polymer Striker Guide for
the Taurus G2C? I wanted to back it up if I ever needed one, my trigger is smooth, so I didn't want to pay nearly $20 to get the samples one. I have most of the internal feathers for the gun just as a precaution. but the plastic rush hour guide I can't find anywhere, I find s&amp;w and even glock for about
$5-$6 which is ok price for me, but no taurus g2c guides. thanks for all the help. Hello. I got one out of my G2C. I'd love to send it to you. I'm sending you a pm now. · I put the money on the stainless steel unit of Lakeline, so I never have to worry about it being worth the $16+1 on that. Lakeline makes a
quality product and the stainless guide will last forever. Definitely worth the $$. · The fact that they don't remove the retractable after dropping the internal slide slot means they're less thought in than the lakeline unit. The price of that lakeline unit is cheaper than shooting ammunition and feeling like you
wasted that ammunition because the trigger did something weird mid pull take you out of your zone. · The G2c can be had for about $200. Instead of spare parts, pick up a spare gun and have extra mags, too. If you ever send one in for repair, or maybe have seized it after a defensive shoot.....
Shooting.....
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